Many abstract value domains such as intervals, bitwise, constants, and value-sets have been developed to support dataflow analysis. Different domains offer alternative tradeoffs between analysis speed and precision. Furthermore, some domains are a better match for certain kinds of code than others. This paper presents the design and implementation of cXprop, an analysis and transformation tool for C that implements "conditional X propagation," a generalization of the well-known conditional constant propagation algorithm where X is an abstract value domain supplied by the user. cXprop is interprocedural, context-insensitive, and achieves reasonable precision on pointer-rich codes. We have applied cXprop to sensor network programs running on TinyOS, in order to reduce code size through interprocedural dead code elimination, and to find limited-bitwidth global variables. Our analysis of global variables is supported by a novel concurrency model for interruptdriven software. cXprop reduces TinyOS application code size by an average of 9.2% and predicts an average data size reduction of 8.2% through RAM compression.
Introduction
Conditional constant propagation (CCP) [29] is a well-known program analysis that exploits the synergy between constant propagation and dead code elimination. The synergy exists because propagating constants may result in the discovery of additional dead code and eliminating dead code may reveal additional constants. Conditional constant propagation is widely used because it is efficient and precise: in a single pass it finds at least as many constants and pieces of dead code as would be found by iteratively alternating between constant propagation and dead code elimination until no further benefits were attained by either analysis. This paper describes cXprop: our tool that implements conditional X propagation. Conditional X propagation is a generalization of CCP that permits user-defined value-propagation analyses to be substituted for the constant propagation analysis. So far, in addiPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. LCTES'06 June 14-16, 2006 tion to constant propagation, we have implemented parity, intervals, bitwise (abstract values are vectors of three-valued bits), and bounded-size sets of arbitrary values. Our implementation is based on CIL [21] and handles all of C. cXprop is interprocedural and performs whole-program analysis even when the input consists of multiple compilation units. Because cXprop keeps track of pointsto sets, it achieves reasonable precision on pointer-rich codes. Implementing a new static analysis in cXprop is straightforward: the user simply writes a collection of OCaml functions conforming to an abstract domain interface that we developed.
cXprop can operate in three modes. In the first mode the analysis transforms code in the expected way: dead code is eliminated and constant variables are replaced with literal constants. In the second mode, assert statements are added that dynamically validate the soundness of our analysis: execution is aborted if "dead" code is executed or if any variable contains a value outside of its analyzed abstract value. In the third mode, code is transformed in such a way that its execution gathers dynamic dataflow information.
Because cXprop targets embedded software, it must return sound results when analyzing concurrent programs. To this end cXprop supports three models of concurrency. The first avoids modeling global variables: this is sound but imprecise. The other two concurrency models increase analysis precision by exploiting characteristics of interrupt-driven embedded software.
We have used cXprop to analyze embedded and desktop applications. When applied to TinyOS applications, cXprop reduces code size by an average of 9.2% and finds that 8.2% of the space allocated to global variables is unnecessary.
The contributions of this paper are:
• cXprop, a C dataflow analysis supporting pluggable abstract domains,
• two novel concurrency models for analyzing global variables in the presence of interrupts and nesC's atomic sections,
• a quantitative comparison of four abstract domains, and
• an evaluation of cXprop as a tool for reducing code size for sensor network applications running on TinyOS.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background material. Section 3 describes the design decisions and assumptions behind cXprop. Section 4 describes the cXprop implementation. Section 5 discusses the abstract domains that we have developed for cXprop. In Section 6 we evaluate the analysis and apply it to TinyOS applications. Section 7 compares our work with prior research and Section 8 presents our future work.
Background
cXprop is an abstract interpreter [5] that builds on conditional constant propagation and CIL. It targets TinyOS applications, but can handle all of C. } while (count < 10); 10 return x; 11 } Figure 2 . CCP finds line 7 to be dead and x to be constant, but iterating CP and DCE does not find either
Conditional constant propagation
CCP provides constant propagation (CP) and dead code elimination (DCE) in a single integrated analysis pass. Figure 1 shows the two lattices that CCP is based on and Figure 2 shows a program fragment that can be successfully analyzed by CCP but not by iteratively applying constant propagation and dead code elimination. The crux of the problem is that both CP and DCE initially make optimistic assumptions that, respectively, each variable is constant and each branch is dead. However, the optimistic assumption is lost when the analyses are run iteratively-an integrated analysis is required. CCP is widely used. For example, it is implemented in recent versions of gcc.
CIL
CIL is a parser, typechecker, and intermediate representation for C that greatly simplifies the implementation of analyses and transformations. One of CIL's most useful features is that, in addition to supporting ANSI C, it supports most of the quirks and features of the GNU and Microsoft C dialects. CIL also has the ability to merge a collection of .c files together, simplifying whole-program analysis.
TinyOS
TinyOS is a component-based operating system for sensor network nodes. Components are written in nesC [11] , a C dialect that is translated into C by the nesC compiler. This output may be processed by cXprop before being passed to the C compiler.
Programming an application in TinyOS entails connecting components together through narrow interfaces. While this is a convenient programming model, black-box reuse often leads applications to include dead code and data. Although the nesC compiler eliminates dead functions and gcc performs intraprocedural dead code elimination, there is still significant room for improvement based on interprocedural analysis.
TinyOS is based on a restrictive concurrency model that is exploited by cXprop. Most code runs in tasks that are scheduled non-preemptively. Interrupts may preempt tasks (and each other), but not during atomic sections. Atomic sections are implemented by disabling interrupts. The nesC compiler emits a warning when any global variable that can be touched by an interrupt handler is accessed outside of an atomic section.
Design of cXprop
cXprop performs a context-insensitive forward dataflow analysis parameterized by a user-supplied abstract domain. It may then perform one of a number of source-to-source transformations. The three transformations currently supported are conditional constant propagation, assertion-based dynamic validation of the soundness of the static analysis, and dynamic dataflow analysis.
cXprop is designed to analyze C while making it easy for developers to plug in new value propagation domains. cXprop is more aggressive than traditional compiler-based analyses since it propagates values through global variables and structs.
Pluggable domains
Abstract interpretation [5] provides a general framework for building and reasoning about dataflow analyses. In particular, analyses can be shown to be sound and to terminate for abstract domains that have the following properties:
• The domain's abstraction and concretization functions are monotonic and form a Galois insertion.
• The domain's transfer functions are monotonic and soundly approximate their corresponding concrete operations.
• The domain has no infinite descending chains.
Although analyses require domains with no infinite descending chains, this property can be relaxed by employing a widening function. A widening function jumps to the end of a chain after it has been traversed some pre-determined amount.
Most of an abstract interpreter, such as fixpoint computation and the control flow graph construction logic, is independent of the domain. cXprop makes use of abstract interpretation theory in the sense that domains meeting the above restrictions can be plugged in and used to analyze C code. The domains and cXprop's domain interface are described in Section 5.
When describing abstract domains, we adopt the convention commonly used in the compiler literature [8, 29] . That is, we put the abstract value with the empty concretization set at top ( ) of the lattice and the value with the universal concretization set at the bottom (⊥).
Dataflow representation
cXprop uses a dense dataflow representation. Conceptually, every variable's abstract value is stored at every program point. The dense representation allows for several optimizations to reduce time and space usage. First, we only maintain states at program point granularity instead of for each variable at each program point. This allows our domain implementations to have an implicit top, which simplifies the development of transfer functions. If a program state is then every variable should be at that program state. Similarly, if a program state is not then none of the variables can be . This optimization permits us to also store ⊥ implicitly in the machine state: any variable appearing in a non-program point but not explicitly represented is ⊥.
Although these optimizations help, we expect that greater performance gains will be achieved by moving to an SSA-based [7] representation. This will be straightforward as it affects only our core dataflow engine, leaving most of the analyzer (in particular, the user-supplied abstract domains) unchanged. 
Concurrency
Concurrent execution introduces many implicit control flow edges into a program, making precise dataflow analysis more difficult. cXprop makes two basic assumptions. First, concurrent flows (threads or interrupts) must not access variables on each others' stacks. Second, all entry points (other than main()) must be provided to cXprop on the command line.
cXprop classifies all global data as either shared or unshared. Unshared data, which can be shown to be accessed by just one concurrent flow, can be modeled in the standard, sequential manner. Shared data, which may be accessed by more than one concurrent flow, is more complicated. Data accessed by multiple TinyOS tasks is not shared because tasks do not execute concurrently. Rather, data is considered shared when it is accessed by multiple interrupt handlers, or by at least one interrupt handler and at least one task.
cXprop supports three concurrency models. First, cXprop can simply avoid modeling any shared data: it is treated as unknown at all program points. Second, cXprop can track the status of the processor's interrupt mask in order to compute the program points at which interrupts can fire. Regions of the program that run without interference from interrupts are effectively sequential and within them the standard sequential dataflow analysis can be applied. cXprop's implementation of this concurrency model is tailored to two underlying hardware platforms: the AVR-based Mica2 motes from Crossbow [6] and the MSP430-based TelosB motes from Moteiv [20] . It could easily be generalized to handle code for additional platforms.
The third concurrency model supported by cXprop is perhaps the most interesting and useful. It is based on the following observations:
• Code executing within a TinyOS atomic section always runs to completion.
• Code executing outside of TinyOS atomic sections is guaranteed not to touch any shared data except (1) variables marked with the nesC norace attribute and (2) variables for which the nesC compiler reports a possible race condition [11] .
We exploit the TinyOS/nesC concurrency model in order to obtain more accurate dataflow results. First, global shared variables that are declared norace or for which nesC reports a race cannot be modeled outside of atomic sections; cXprop forces them to ⊥ upon exit from an atomic section. Second, cXprop creates control flow edges from the end of every atomic section to the beginning of every interrupt handler, and from the end of every interrupt handler back. Figure 3 illustrates this. This forces the analysis to consider all possible interleavings of atomic sections and interrupts. Although this concurrency model is specific to nesC/TinyOS, it could be generalized to work for generic embedded software if we implemented our own race condition detector.
Soundness and completeness
Precise and sound dataflow analysis of C is nearly impossible. To see this, consider that any store into an array where the index is indeterminate could overwrite any memory cell in the current address space. After each such store a sound analyzer must drop all dataflow facts. In fact, since indirect stores can overwrite saved return addresses on the call stack, it is impossible to even build a sound control flow graph for most C programs. cXprop deals with C's soundness problems in the standard way: by making additional assumptions about program behavior.
Memory model The C language does not make any guarantees about the relative locations of unrelated variables in memory. cXprop, along with all other C analysis tools that we know of, will return invalid results for programs that access out-of-bounds memory. Since we are targeting heap-free embedded systems, cXprop does not attempt to model the heap.
External calls
Functions that are not defined inside the scope of the analysis, such as library functions, must be treated pessimistically. For example, cXprop forces all variables on the stack that have had their addresses taken to ⊥ on analyzing an external call. To increase precision, we permit the user to specify a list of functions that overwrite only their arguments.
External functions may call back into application code. For this reason, any time a function pointer is passed to an external function, any function that pointer could point to is considered called at that point as well. Because these potential function pointer calls actually would occur in an external function, they are called with the same state an external function returns: all variables with address taken are ⊥.
Floating point
The embedded applications that we target primarily use integers, and hence we do not model floating point operations. In fact, no current TinyOS platform has a hardware floatingpoint unit. However, given a collection of abstract transfer functions supporting floating point values, we could easily add support for these to our abstract domain interface.
Inline assembly
We handle gcc's inline assembly extension. For example, consider the following code:
asm("eor %1,%2": "=r" (t0): "r" (t1), "r" (t2));
Colons delimit the fields "code," "outputs," "inputs," and "clobbers" (clobbers is optional and is absent in this example). The only field that concerns cXprop is "outputs"-a list of C variables to which the compiler should arrange for the results of the assembly code to be written. cXprop handles this by forcing these variables to ⊥. In this example t0 would be killed.
Order of evaluation The C standard permits compiler writers to choose the order of evaluation of arguments to function calls. Similarly, subexpressions of a larger expression can be evaluated in any order. A sound analysis of side-effecting subexpressions or function arguments would take into account all possible orders of evaluation. Because this is both pessimistic and computationally expensive, we instead take the approach of emulating gcc's order of evaluation. Of course, well-behaved C programs do not depend on a particular order of evaluation. Order of evaluation of function arguments is only a problem when the original program order must be preserved. Since cXprop is a source-to-source transformer, CIL chooses an order of evaluation by introducing temporary variables. The resulting code will be correctly compiled by any C compiler because it no longer gives the compiler the freedom to choose an order of evaluation. The order of evaluation of subexpressions is more difficult to control since it would require the introduction of a very large number of temporary variables. Neither CIL nor cXprop does this.
Implementation
cXprop is an abstract interpreter. Figure 4 describes the structure of cXprop and its relationship with CIL and with a given abstract domain. Lines in the diagram represent well-defined functional interfaces; modules can be easily replaced. The cXprop core:
• preprocesses CIL data structures (for example to assign a unique identifier to each program variable),
• performs a topological sort of the program points,
• performs the fixed-point computation,
• transforms the analyzed program, and
• pretty-prints the transformed program and some statistics.
The cXprop core uses information from five other modules. An alias module uses CIL's pointer analysis extension to compute function pointer destinations. cXprop's callgraph module computes a whole-program callgraph, including edges corresponding to function pointers, and gathers other function-level information. Our three concurrency models operate in the concurrency analyzer and interact with the cXprop core through a narrow interface. This interface will allow us to investigate more complex and precise analyses as they are developed. The dynamic transformer uses domain information from an abstract domain specification to model variables dynamically. The final module that the core uses is a symbolic executor. It manages abstract values in the program state and performs operations on them. To do this it calls out to the user-supplied abstract domain using our abstract domain interface. The symbolic executor also keeps track of points-to sets. Our experience has been that developing correct abstract domains is difficult without this kind of aggressive safety checking.
Program transformations
In the final transformation the original program is changed to gather dynamic dataflow information. When this program runs, every concrete value stored to a variable is lifted into the current abstract domain and merged with a stored abstract value for that variable and program point. Let x d be the dynamically computed abstract value for variable x at a program point, xs be the statically computed abstract value at that point, and xi be the uncomputable "ideal" abstract value that is the largest abstract value that soundly approximates the value of the variable over all possible executions. As long as cXprop is correct, we are guaranteed that the following lattice inequalities hold:
We exploited these relations to validate cXprop.
Validation
We frequently stress-tested cXprop using a random program generator [27] . Our tool successfully analyzes and transforms the vast majority of these randomly generated programs. cXprop does change the behavior of some randomly generated programs, but only those that rely on undefined behavior, for example by falling out of a function that is supposed to return a value or by relying on a particular order of evaluation of subexpressions.
Debugging cXprop was greatly simplified by Delta [30] , an implementation of the Delta debugging algorithm [31] . This tool mechanically reduces the size of a program while preserving a user-defined "interestingness" criterion. We defined a program to be interesting when it compiles correctly and also causes cXprop operating in assert mode to reach an assertion failure.
Abstract Domains
At compile time, cXprop is configured with an abstract domain. This section describes the interface for pluggable domains and the five domains that we have implemented.
The abstract domain interface
Domains are written in OCaml [2] and can be written with little or no knowledge of CIL. In addition to 32 transfer functions corresponding to low-level C operations such as casts, comparisons, and arithmetic operators, the interface has 11 utility functions for lifting a concrete value into the abstract domain, for concretizing an abstract value, for computing the meet of two abstract values, etc. Included with the 32 transfer functions are six backwards functions that can increase analysis precision by restricting abstract values in code that is executed conditionally.
Our experience is that implementing domains through this interface is difficult only when the domain itself it difficult to think about. One of the authors implemented a collection of transfer functions for the parity domain in under an hour, at which point the new domain could be used to analyze programs such as those in the SPEC2000 suite. The design of our domain interface, however, restricts the kinds of domains that can be plugged in: domains must "look like" constant propagation. For example, all ALU operations are visible to the abstract domain, but definitions and uses of variables are not. Also, we do not support relational abstract domains such as octagons [19] .
Constants
The lattice for constant propagation is shown on the left side of Figure 1 . The transfer functions for this domain were straightforward to implement since many of them could exploit CIL's existing constant-folding routines. Each transfer function in this domain has three basic parts:
• optionally implement a few special cases to increase precision,
• handle ⊥ values in the inputs, and
• call out to CIL's constant folder if both inputs are constant.
The transfer function for multiply in Figure 9 is typical.
Value-set
In the value-set domain, an abstract value is a set of arbitrary concrete values up to some user-defined maximum size. A value-set lattice is shown in Figure 5 . Given CIL's constant folder, a brute-force implementation of value-set is not too difficult. We constructed a higher-order function apply binop that takes as input two abstract values (each represented by an OCaml set) and a function for applying the concrete operation (e.g., addition) to a pair of concrete values. apply binop performs a two-dimensional fold on the input sets, using the concrete operation as the folding function. The results of the concrete operations are unioned together into a set. If the result set's cardinality is larger than the maximum, ⊥ is returned, otherwise the set is returned. The quadratic nature of this implementation implies that large value-sets will result in very slow analysis. In practice we have observed reasonable analysis speed with value-set sizes up to about 32.
Parity
The parity domain is easy to understand and not powerful enough to be useful other than as an example. The parity lattice is shown in Figure 6 . One of the authors implemented the transfer functions for this domain in under an hour. Figure 10 gives the addition transfer function.
Bitwise
In the bitwise domain, shown in Figure 7 , abstract values are vectors of three-valued bits: each bit is zero, one, or unknown. In contrast with the constant propagation and value-set domains, bitwise let plusa (d1:t) (d2:t) tp = match d1, d2 with Bottom, _ | _ , Bottom -> Bottom | Even, Even | Odd, Odd -> Even | Even, Odd | Odd, Even -> Odd Figure 10 . Addition in the parity domain transfer functions cannot be easily implemented in terms of CIL's constant folder. Our previous experience with the bitwise domain had convinced us that hand-written transfer functions are a mistake: they are tedious and error-prone to implement unless precision is punted on. Consequently the bitwise transfer functions used by cXprop were automatically derived using a tool chain that we recently developed [23] . These transfer functions are correct by construction and for most operations they are maximally precise within the constraints of the domain. Given these functions, just a few remaining operations such as casts and a join operator had to be implemented by hand.
Interval
The interval domain, shown in Figure 8 , is a commonly used value propagation domain. Our interval transfer functions are automatically derived by the same tool that produces the bitwise transfer functions. They are also maximally precise, and, unlike many interval implementations, they are correct in the presence of integer overflow. We currently support only unsigned intervals. This domain can be used to soundly analyze signed integers, but it cannot precisely analyze variables that may be both negative and positive. Since the interval lattice has height exponential in the bitwidth of the datatype, the fixpoint computation can take a long time. To accelerate termination, we widen intervals above a user-defined width to bottom.
Evaluation
We use the following 20 benchmarks to evaluate cXprop.
Miscellaneous applications:
• rc4 -cryptography
• dhrystone -a standard timing benchmark
• yacr2 -yet another channel router SPEC 2000 [14] applications:
• gzip -compression
• mcf -combinatorial optimization
• bzip2 -compression MiBench applications [13] :
• basicmath -mathematical calculations
• patricia -a Patricia trie
• FFT -Fast Fourier Transform TinyOS 1.x applications:
• blink -1Hz timer on red LED
• cnttoledsandrfm -4Hz timer on LEDs and network
• hfs -high frequency sampling
• rfmtoleds -network data to LEDs
• surge -multi-hop ad hoc routing {1,2}  {0,3}  {1,3}  {2,3}  {0,2}  {0,1}   {0}  {1}  {2}  {3}   {0,1,3}  {0,1,2}  {0,2, • acoustic -acoustic localization [15] • agilla -mobile agent middleware [10] • ecc -elliptic curve cryptography [17] TinyOS 2.x [16] alpha-quality applications:
• null -empty skeleton application
• basestation -bridge between serial and radio
We used a maximum set size of 16 for the value-set domain and a maximum interval size of 50 for the interval domain. These limitations are arbitrary and may be increased or decreased to match performance criteria for an analysis. We also limited the constant and value-set domains to gather only statistics for integral types in order to compare with our implementation of the interval and bitwise domains. The existing transfer functions we used for the interval and bitwise domains did not handle anything other than integral types. This is not a fundamental limitation of the domains, but merely a consequence of our implementation. Implementing transfer functions in these domains is tedious and error-prone, so using an existing correct implementation was reasonable.
In the rest of this section, graphs present the benchmarks in order of increasing average analysis runtime for all five domains. We omit results for the parity domain as it never returns useful results.
A domain-independent precision metric
Pluggable domains make it tricky to measure cXprop's analysis precision in a generic way. We developed a metric inspired by information theory: the fraction of information known about a program. This metric supports apples-to-apples comparisons of analysis precision across multiple abstract domains.
Each program variable has a fixed number of possible values, defined by its underlying bitwidth. For example, on the x86 architecture an int is 32 bits and can represent 2 32 different values. A value propagation analysis, such as cXprop, attempts to restrict the number of possible values for each variable. For example, if an interval-domain analysis determines that 2 ≤ y ≤ 9 and y is an int, then it knows y has eight possible values and 2 32 − 8 impossible values. The number of possible values for an abstract value is simply the cardinality of its concretization set.
The unit of measurement for information known is the information bit. We define the information known about a variable as follows: The distinction between information bits and physical bits is important. First, information bits can take non-integer values. Second, information bits need not correspond directly to physical bits. For example, seven bits of information are known about an eightbit integer if, in all executions, it can only hold the values 0xaa or 0xbb.
The definition above makes it possible to compute the amount of information known about a variable at a program point. Next we extend this metric to cover entire programs. The metric that we have chosen is inspired by SSA [7] ; it examines every static assignment to a variable. We define the total information known about a program to be the sum of the information known about each variable after an assignment, divided by the sum of the information representable by each variable that is assigned. We illustrate total information known using the following code:
if (x) { 4: x=0; 5:
} else { 6: x=1; 7: } 8: return x; 9: } Function foo contains three assignments, at lines two, four and six. Suppose that x is ⊥ coming into the function. The assignment at line two also gives ⊥, contributing zero bits of information. The assignments at lines four and six are constant, contributing 32 bits of information each. The total information known for this function is then 64/96 information bits, or 67%. Figure 11 compares the total information known for various benchmarks when analyzed using different abstract domains. Several interesting features stand out in the graph. First, none of the domains is uniformly better than the others. For hfs and taskapp the bitwise domain obtains the most information, while for blink and acoustic the value-set domain leads to more information. Sec- Figure 11 . Different abstract domains compute different information about the test programs ond, the domains do not perform uniformly across all programs. Although the "average" bar shows that the interval domain collects less information for the test suite as a whole, on two of the twenty benchmarks it is the best domain. It is important to have pluggable domains so that the domain most suited for a particular application may be used.
Precision evaluation
One question that we had was: When different domains perform comparably, are they "learning" the same information about a program? To answer this question we implemented a "combined domain" that is always at least as precise as any of the bitwise, interval, and value set domains. The combined domain basically intersects the concretization sets of each of the three abstract values that cXprop computes for a variable at a program point. When a bar for the combined domain in Figure 11 is higher than the other bars, it means that the three domains are learning different facts about the program.
Of course, even an ideal dataflow analyzer cannot know 100% of the information for a typical program. Since the upper bound on analysis precision is not computable, we performed a dynamic dataflow analysis by instrumenting our benchmark programs. The true upper bound of analysis precision must then be somewhere between the static and dynamic measurements. This data is presented in Figure 12 . The information known dynamically is typically a combination of multiple runs of the benchmarks with different inputs.
There are several reasons for the gap between the static and the dynamic information. The biggest source of information loss is cXprop's context insensitivity. We are currently investigating various potential solutions to this problem. The next largest source of imprecision is the inherent limitations of our abstract domains and imprecision in hand-written transfer functions. Our imprecise modeling of arrays also causes some precision loss.
We do not have dynamic program information for TinyOS applications because the overhead of the dynamic dataflow instrumentation is prohibitive on the resource-constrained sensor network nodes. We do have some preliminary results-only for global variables-for TinyOS applications that we generated by extending the Avrora [26] cycle-accurate simulator. We do not present results from these, but we have used them to test that cXprop is sound when used to analyze TinyOS applications.
Analysis time
Some cXprop analysis times are presented in Figure 13 . The choice of abstract domain influences analysis time in two ways. The valueset, bitwise, and interval lattices are all much taller than the constant or parity domains. Figure 13 . Time in seconds for analysis to complete for some benchmarks scend the lattice to their fixpoints. The more complicated domains also have more complicated transfer functions, which are slower. Because of these dependencies, the time it takes cXprop to run varies from almost nothing for null to over an hour and a half for taskapp. Both taskapp and agilla have significantly longer analysis times than the rest of our benchmarks. cXprop's performance is limited by our choice of a dense dataflow representation, by the fact that we model global variables (which necessitates pushing around very large machine states for some programs), by our concurrency model for TinyOS (which adds many implicit flow edges), and by our decision to model struct fields. Also, our implementation is a research prototype; its performance has not yet been tuned. Figure 14 presents the results of using cXprop's value-set domain and atomicity-aware concurrency model to eliminate dead code in some TinyOS applications. The average code size reduction for the value-set domain is 9.2%. We believe these results are good, given the following factors. First, nesC already eliminates dead functions and gcc already performs intraprocedural dead-code elimination. gcc's pass is particularly effective since TinyOS applications are aggressively inlined, eliminating around 90% of static function calls in many applications. The benefit from cXprop comes from residual opportunities for interprocedural analysis. Second, minor code transformations implemented by CIL, such as the introduction of temporary variables, handicap our efforts by increasing the size of the generated code by several percent. We have implemented a number of peephole optimizations in CIL to undo these transformations when CIL pretty-prints a C file. These partially offset CIL's code size penalty.
Reducing code size of TinyOS applications

Finding limited-bitwidth data in TinyOS applications
Some experiments that we performed using a simulator for TinyOS nodes [26] Our results are shown in Figure 15 . cXprop discovers that an average of 8.2% of bits allocated to global variables are unnecessary. Unfortunately, much of the poorly-used RAM in TinyOS applications is difficult or impossible to identify statically. For example, many applications allocate too many buffers for network data, put data only into the first part of allocated packet buffers, or receive limited-bitwidth data over the network. These unused bytes can only be detected if the behavior of the entire sensor network is considered-this is well beyond the scope of our work.
Related Work
A vast amount of research on dataflow analysis exists; we therefore discuss and cite only the most related work here. Generalized constant propagation [28] extends constant propagation to handle intervals. Our "conditional X propagation" can be considered to be a generalization of generalized constant propagation.
PAG [18] automatically generates a dataflow analyzer based on inputs written in domain-specific languages describing the domain lattice, the transfer functions, a language-describing grammar, and a fixpoint solution method. cXprop is far less configurable, providing only pluggable abstract domains. However, as far as we know, cXprop already supports a richer variety of value-propagation domains and concurrency models than does PAG. Also, while the PAG research evaluated a number of different fixpoint algorithms, we have focused on comparing the behavior of different value propagation domains.
An alternative and less automatic approach than PAG is to provide a set of composable pieces in a library [8] . This library uses well-defined interfaces to allow the user to compose transfer functions, lattices, flow graphs, and a fixpoint solver. Dwyer and Clarke present a more abstract and theoretical tool, whereas cXprop pragmatically focuses on analyzing embedded software written in C.
Our strategy for analyzing global variables in the presence of interrupts and nesC atomic sections is novel. Previous work on dataflow analysis for concurrent software has focused on threadbased systems [9, 24] .
Although our "information bits" evaluation metric for cXprop is novel, we were inspired by the evaluation of the Bitwise compiler [25] , which compares static interval domain results with dynamically gathered dataflow information. Methods also exist for measuring the precision of transfer functions [22] , but this did not seem to be amenable to the cross-domain comparisons that we wanted to make.
Future Work
Improving analysis speed Our current version of cXprop uses a dense representation for variable assignment. Moving to SSA or FSSA should significantly reduce the time it takes for the analysis to reach a fixpoint. This is consistent with Wegman et al.'s results [29] and FSSA research [3] . Also, cXprop is currently untuned; we expect that significant speedups could be obtained with a little hard work and a profiler. Finally, our most precise concurrency model simulates the firing of all interrupts at the end of every atomic section. By using the results of an alias analysis to compute the set of interrupts that could possibly interfere with the global variables manipulated by a given atomic section, we expect to be able to avoid modeling the firing of some interrupts. Figure 15 . Percentage of bits allocated to global variables that cXprop cannot show to be unnecessary only after analysis in each domain had reached a fixpoint. On the other hand, domain products such as the reduced product [4] and Granger's product [12] . exploit synergies between multiple domains during the course of the analysis, potentially increasing precision.
Improving precision
cXprop currently models arrays in a rudimentary way. Furthermore, there is room for improvement in our treatment of variables killed when a function is called. Finally, we expect that further improvements to our concurrency models will be able to increase analysis precision.
Improving expressiveness While our abstract domain interface supports a wide variety of domains, it currently does not support backwards analyses or relational domains such as octagons [19] . We plan to generalize our interface to support these.
Finding more nails to hit cXprop is a general-purpose value propagation engine that has more applications to improving embedded software than we have yet explored. For example, we believe that dataflow analysis can be used to infer causality and sequencing relationships between interrupt handlers. This information will support reducing the size of the state space that program-checking tools need to explore when verifying safety and liveness properties of interrupt-driven embedded applications.
Conclusions
cXprop is a tool for performing analysis and transformation of C programs that provides a standard, convenient interface for plugging in user-defined abstract value propagation domains. Pluggable domains are useful for two reasons. First, they permit a suitable domain to be used to analyze a particular program. Second, they facilitate experimentation with new abstract domains without the significant overhead of creating an analyzer for C. We have implemented and evaluated five abstract domains: parity, constants, intervals, bitwise, and value-sets.
We applied cXprop to TinyOS applications for the Mica2 platform. To improve analysis precision, we created a novel concurrency model that exploits nesC's atomic sections and race detection in order to efficiently analyze the values of global variables in the presence of interrupts. Our tool reduces application code size by 9.2% on average. It is also capable of finding limited-bitwidth global variables that make poor use of RAM.
cXprop is open-source software and may be downloaded from http://www.cs.utah.edu/~coop/research/cxprop/.
